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Lower the family tax bill – income splitting using loans
People often consider tax saving strategies on an individual basis, but overlook family
strategies that can save significant tax dollars. The use of intra-family loans to split
income and save taxes is a good example.
Income splitting involves the transfer of income from a highincome earner to a family member in a lower tax bracket.
The lower income individual is taxed at a lower marginal
tax rate, and the family pays less tax overall. If you loan
your spouse money for the purpose of income splitting, the
prescribed rate (the rate of interest you charge your spouse)
remains fixed for the term of the loan.
The problem is that the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) restricts
most forms of income splitting through the Income Tax Act’s
attribution rules. An individual cannot simply give their spouse
$100,000 to invest and have the spouse declare the investment
income in their tax return at their lower marginal tax rate. In
such a situation, the investment income would be “attributed”
back to the original individual and taxed at their higher
marginal rate.
There are, however, a few legitimate – and effective – ways to
split taxable income with a spouse or minor child. One of the
most effective strategies in a low interest rate environment is
through a loan to a spouse or other family members.
Provided the loan is properly structured, the loan proceeds can
be invested by the recipient, with the income taxed at their

lower marginal rate. Of course, one of the keys to a successful
income splitting strategy is to ensure that investment returns are
higher than the interest rate charged on the loan.

An in-depth look at the issue and
the opportunities
Intra-family investment loans most commonly involve a loan
between spouses, either married or common-law. But this
strategy can also be effective with minor children.
To ensure the income attribution rules do not apply to
investment income earned by the loan proceeds, two loan
conditions must be met:
■■

The loan must carry interest at a rate that is at least equal
to the prescribed rate (updated quarterly) as set by the
CRA at the time the loan is made. If the commercial loan
rate is lower than the prescribed rate at the time the loan
is made, this lower commercial rate can be used

■■

The annual interest owing on the loan must be paid to
the lender no later than 30 days after the end of each
particular year

Take advantage of today’s low interest rates

Already have a prescribed rate loan?

If you loan your spouse money for the purpose of income
splitting, the prescribed rate (the rate of interest you charge
your spouse) remains fixed for the term of the loan. This
is of considerable advantage in today’s low interest rate
environment. You can determine the current prescribed rate by
visiting: https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/tax/
prescribed-interest-rates.html

You can still take advantage of today’s lower interest rate. If
you and your spouse implemented this strategy in the past
when the prescribed rate was higher, there is a way to take
advantage of the current lower rate to increase the tax savings
opportunities. First, your spouse will need to repay the existing
loan – it’s not enough to just re-sign the loan agreement. In
order to repay the existing loan, investments may have to be
sold which may result in capital gains. However, any gains
would be taxed to your spouse and therefore the tax would be
less than if you held the investment yourself. You can then enter
into a new loan at the current lower rate and new investments
can be purchased.

MAKING IT WORK

Spouses John and Jill are looking for ways to lower their
family tax bill. They are in different tax brackets, John at
48 per cent and Jill at 20 per cent. John loans Jill $100,000
at a prescribed rate of 2 per cent.1 Jill invests the money
and earns 4 per cent or $4,000. She then pays John
the $2,000 loan interest and deducts the same amount
as “loan interest expense”. Jill pays $400 in tax on the
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remaining $2,000, and John pays $960 on his interest
income. Here’s how it stacks up: John would have had to
pay $1,920 in taxes had he invested the $100,000 himself.
By loaning the money to Jill for the purpose of income
splitting, the family tax bill is reduced by approximately
29 per cent to $1,360, representing a savings of $560.

Effective April 1, 2018, the CRA prescribed rate is two per cent. For illustration purposes only. This is a fictional scenario.

Ideal candidates

Take action

Income splitting through loans is best suited for those:

To take advantage of income splitting:

■■

With a pool of non-registered capital they are willing to
invest

■■

Select an investment with expected returns that are higher
than the current prescribed interest rate

■■

Who have a spouse or minor children in a lower marginal
tax bracket

■■

Consider formalizing the spouse-to-spouse loan through
a promissory note – which can be completed without the
added expense of a lawyer

INVESTMENT OPTIONS WITH MANULIFE

Manulife and its subsidiaries provide a range of investments and services including:
Mutual Funds from Manulife Investments can help
meet your specific financial needs, throughout your life.
Whether you are just starting out, accumulating wealth
or are nearing/in retirement, mutual funds offered by
Manulife Investments, can provide you with solutions to
help build a portfolio that meets your needs. Manulife
utilizes four principal asset management firms to oversee
its extensive fund family. Each firm is recognized for its
strength and depth of experience in various asset classes
and investment styles. Manulife is committed to providing
superior investment products and services so you can
enjoy life and worry less.

Manulife Segregated Fund Contracts combine the
growth potential offered by a broad range of investment
funds, with the unique wealth protection features of an
insurance contract. Through Manulife segregated fund
contracts, investors can help minimize their exposure to
risk through income, death and maturity guarantees,
potential creditor protection features, and estate planning
benefits – all from a single product or insurance contract.

For more information, please contact
your advisor or visit manulife.ca/investments

The commentary in this publication is for general information only and should not be considered investment or tax advice to any party. Individuals should seek the advice of professionals
to ensure that any action taken with respect to this information is appropriate to their specific situation. The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company is the issuer of insurance contracts containing Manulife segregated
funds and the guarantor of any guarantee provisions therein. Any amount that is allocated to a segregated fund is invested at the risk of the contractholder and may increase or decrease in value. Age restrictions
and other conditions may apply. Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund investments. Please read the fund facts as well as the prospectus before
investing. Mutual funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated. Manulife Funds and Manulife Corporate Classes are managed by Manulife Investments, a
division of Manulife Asset Management Limited. Manulife, the Block Design, the Four Cube Design, Strong Reliable Trustworthy Forward-thinking are trademarks of The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company and
are used by it, and by its affiliates under license.
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